Abstract-Human activity recognition in video camera is the prime research topic in computer vision and machine learning since last many years. Visual cameras have been used in public and private place like railway station, shopping malls, airport, offices, schools and university, etc. to recognize threat in the scene. The automated visual surveillance system will help to catch suspect in the scene, person identification in distance and reidentification, traffic management, sports, human computer interface, etc. Generally speaking, the human activity recognition in visual surveillance divided into following stages: object (human or vehicle) segmentation, feature extraction, object classification, object tracking, and activity recognition. Hence, the robust and object segmentation method in video camera is a very important phase because the rest of methods are strongly rely on it. In this paper, we have studied the various methods and/or algorithms of object segmentation (human). We will also discuss the strength and weakness of algorithms, complexities in activity understanding and identify the possible future research challenges.
INTRODUCTION
Visual surveillance system is used to monitor an environment (or scene) with multiple video cameras. To understand the object behavior in real-time environment requires the development of computer vision algorithms to detect, locate and track the interested objects as it moves through the environment. Intelligent visual surveillance system is directed on automatically identifying event of interest, alert police when any threat found and make entire surveillance system automatically. For example, surveillance systems play a major role in health monitoring for elderly aging people at home. Also it's helpful for observing human behavior and identifies illegal actions and events in public and private places. In complex and cluttered scene with moderate number of moving objects (e.g. 10-15) the problem of detecting and tracking the objects is significantly complicated by occlusion, where an object may be partially occluded or totally disappear from camera view. The basic philosophy of object segmentation is to divide the interested objects in unlabeled videos from the background scene automatically [1] [2] [3] .
Object segmentation is the first step in automatic understanding human activities in visual surveillance because the rest of the processing framework activities, such as feature extraction, object classifications, object tracking and activity understanding are highly depended on it. Object Segmentation is the key concept in computer vision and used in many real type of applications such as traffic monitoring, gender identification, anomaly detection, etc. The process for the automated multiple camera video surveillance is as given in Fig. 1 . The videos are captures by multiple video cameras. Although, there are different types of cameras are available in the market for the research purpose. But CCD cameras, night vision cameras and thermal cameras are widely used for research purpose. After taking input of video stream, the next stage is object segmentation. Object segmentation is required to build surrounding model and compute motion energy if cameras and background are continuously moving. This stage is very important because the rest of the phases are heavily depended on it. There is no such a general purpose algorithm which can work in every surrounding model. Depending upon the application domain and requirement of background scene, appropriate algorithm can apply. After object segmentation, object classification is another research domain in computer vision.
Many object classification methods have been presented since last two decades, such as shape-base, feature-base, contour-base, etc. The selection of object classification methods are largely depended on nature of application and environment conditions. Object tracking is the next phase after classification of objects. The idea behind object tracking is to track certain objects (human or vehicle) from the videos continuously. Hence, the designing robust object tracking method is also challenging task for computer vision engineers and scientist. Since last two decades, the various object tracking methods have presented. For example, region-base, shape-base, contour-base etc. Once the objects have tracked, the human activity understanding (detection and recognition) comes into the picture. This paper is discussed the various object segmentation method along with strengths and weaknesses. The section II is described the various application and needs of visual surveillance system for public safety and security. The details of object (human) segmentation methods and some remarkable work has given in section III. However, it is impossible to describe all state-of-the-art object segmentation methods but we have tried to present some popular methods. The last section is presented further research problems and difficulties in human activity recognition along with the summary of paper.
II. APPLICATIONS

1) Behavior Biometric:
Biometric is the technique to recognize human automatically based upon physical characteristics (e.g. face, fingerprints, retina, iris). This is a very powerful techniques but the system is required to interact with person to collect physical data. Therefore, these type of the system called physical biometric and strongly depended on subject (human) interaction. In case of behavior biometrics, the physical interaction is not required. The system will measure the unique features of persons without physical interaction. The most popular research in behavior biometric is human gait recognition [4] in video camera. 2) Video Analytics: The basic idea behind the video analytics is to retrieve the interested information from the videos, such as finding a specific clips in videos. It is also called as content base image and/or video retrieval [5] [6] . The video cameras continuously monitor the scene and identify the presence of human or vehicle and recognize their activities and interaction with other objects. For example, there is a system which automatically recognize vehicle number plate at toll collection booth. Another example is to recognize the person who is trying to move unrestricted area or region.
3) Public Safety, Security and Surveillance: Public safety and security from the terrorists or criminals is the important aspect for any nation. Safety and security can be achieve through the close observation by video cameras and understand their behavior and interactions automatically. Single camera is not enough to understand the entire scene due to limited in view and angles. Hence, the network of cameras [7] are most useful way to cover large view. Pedestrian detection [8] is the one of the active research topic in this area and many research contribution is done since last ten years. The second important aspect is to detect and recognize suspicious behavior [9] . It is very difficult to say that person in the scene is suspicious or not because it depends on application and nature of environment. In fall detection, the lying on stair and lying on bed, both consider as fall detection but context are different. Therefore, abnormal or violent behavior recognition [10] [11] [12] [13] is also challenging task for researcher. Fig. 1 . Process for the automated multiple camera video surveillance [44] 4) Healthcare Surveillance System: The motive behind the healthcare surveillance system is to understand and continuously tracking patient's activities, certain medical equipment and medical staffs. Healthcare surveillance is used to detect and identify patient and to track their movement in video camera. Healthcare surveillance raised three challenges namely identification, tracking and storing information. Identification is related to who is allow in which areas of patient's room. Tracking plays a vital role to locate patient, medical staff and medical equipment. Storing the patient's information like x-ray, medical prescriptions, blood reports, etc. and fast indexing and searching are the most challenging research in healthcare surveillance. Some research direction and research contribution related to healthcare surveillance is given [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
5) Casino and Gaming:
Another popular application of computer vision is in gaming, casino and animation field. Human activity can also applicable to recognize sport activities [25] and dance activities [26] . In gaming [27] , computer can learn the activities from the human and after that computer will create an avatar which will play on behalf of human and this makes life full of entertainments. In casinos, it is important to monitor the continuous flow of people, gambling table and crowd.
III. OBJECT SEGEMENTATION METHODS
The first step for designing visual surveillance system is object segmentation. Object segmentation is the process of taking interested object out from the images. There are two flavors of segmentation methods, one is static camera and another is dynamic (moving) camera.
1) Static Camera Segmentation:
This types of camera are fixed on particular location like on wall or ceiling. Hence, the angle and viewpoint cannot be changed. Following are some approaches for static camera segmentation methods. a) Background subtraction: This is one of the simple, popular and efficient method since late 1970s [28] . The concept of background subtraction method is to subtract the current picture or image from the given set of the images. The process can be done either pixel wise approach or entire region of interest (region-based) [29] . Some of the research paper, it is also known as foreground detection methods. Generally, we consider the foreground objects as human or vehicles. These foreground object needs to be extracted from the video footage along with reducing noise and other low level processing stage. Background subtraction method is enough to detect moving object if the video camera remain in fixed location and background remain idle. To implement background subtraction method programmatically, two important steps need to consider. First, initialization of background image in which initial background image is computed which called "Background model" and second is continuous updating of background image in order to cope up with changes. Background subtraction is generates binary image (also called foreground mask) by making difference of current video frame and background. This method is very simple and does not required high computational cost due to fixed in nature. Hence, this method is not suitable to real time environment because real time system come across the many challenges like changing of lighting condition frequently, illumination changes by rain or winter season, etc. Depending upon the system (indoor or outdoor), the algorithm changes are required to meet challenges. Since last many years, different modification and improvements have been carried out by researchers and several doctoral thesis published in the area of background subtraction methods [30] . Seki [31] proposes a method to handle dynamic scene and successfully discriminate object with ghost and shadow using statistical computation. The background subtraction computation cost is low if background is fixed but shows poor result in continuous updating model.
b) Gaussian model:
Gaussian process is very important theory in probability and statistics. It is statistical model in which observation of data can be done in continuous domain. It is widely used for modeling dependent data observed over the time and space or both. It represent the image in the form of color value or grayscale vale over the time [30] . The limitation is that the real time image or videos contains moving objects, ghost, shadows, etc. Hence, the single Gaussian model is not enough to represent image. To overcome these limitations, the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) can represent image pixel value by sum of Gaussian density. It can easily represent the background which is consist of shadow and motion of objects [33] . The learning process of GMM is done using Expectation Maximization algorithm which compute the probability of pixel value in the image. The high computational cost is required for EM algorithm. In [34] , k-means clustering algorithm have been used to reduce computational cost. The full explanation of Gaussian theory is out of scope of this paper.
C) Statistical model:
Statistical model is the mathematical model which simplify and generate approximate data and predict future data from the approximations. To construct more complicated background model, statistical method compute each of the pixel value or group of the pixels and simultaneously updating background model during processes. The four different ways of pixel value representation is given in [35] and classify the pixel value depending upon brightness and chromaticity functions. Statistical approach is gaining popularity because it is more robust as compare to GMM and can work in changing lighting condition and shadows.
d) Segmentation by tracking:
Segmentation by tracking is another way to construct the background model. GMM, statistical model and background subtraction methods are lowlevel segmentation methods because it only consider the pixelvalue in images. Rather than considering pixel information, Brendal [36] has presented a method by tracking interested region in the frame with circular dynamic-time warping algorithm. The basic idea of DTW algorithms is to compute similarity between two time series sequences. For example, if one person is running fast than other person, DTW algorithm can applied to the temporal sequences. The some applications of DTW algorithm is speech recognition, signature recognition, speaker recognition, etc. In [37] , another improved method by tracking spatial-color Gaussian mixture model is presented.
2) Dynamic (Moving) Camera Segmentation: As compare to static camera segmentation, the moving cameras are not fixed in particular angle. For example, the cameras install in running car, moving arms, etc. The moving cameras are also a hand held camera where the person moves. The basic difference is that static cameras are idle means stationary, the frame of the camera is not moving but in case of moving camera, the frame of camera is moving which includes pan, tilt, zoom etc. Hence, to make object segmentation in moving camera is more challenging compare to static because motion of background and foreground objects are moving. a) Temporal difference: The temporal difference is a very common method for moving camera segmentation. It is also called as reinforcement learning method. The challenge is to estimate camera motion as well as motion of objects in the scene. The temporal difference can detect motion of object by taking the difference of two consecutive frame. In this theory, the motion of camera need to be first estimate. Object segmentation in real time pan-tilt active camera using temporal difference method was proposed in [38] . Image mapping and morphological operators are applied to get the exact image from the different viewpoints and reduce the noise in image. Another improvement is presented in [39] to estimate pan-tilt camera using edge feature in two consecutive video frame. Temporal difference method is required to compute camera motion first which also raise the issue of noise in video frame. The computational cost of temporal difference method is less. 
b) Optical flow:
Optical flow is the method to measure the velocity (motion) of the objects. In computer vision, the optical flow method is used to quantify the motion of object in videos which is used for detection and tracking of objects. Optical flow can detect motion of object by applying flow vector of moving object with respect to temporal motion. In gait analysis [40] , the method for extracting information relevant to articulated object is presented. Monotony operator have used for computing displacement vector field. The body parts of human body have tracked using contour-base tracking algorithm. Some remarkable work is also presented in [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] using MAP-MRF algorithm, Lucas-Kanade-Tomasi tracking algorithm. Optical flow method is very high in computational cost and also taking a long time to segment out the objects. For this reason, the optical flow methods requires specialized hardware (e.g. FPGA) to increase algorithm efficiency. We have presented the brief summary and latest survey on object tracking algorithms (see Table I ).
IV. FUTURE RESEARCH
Development of viewpoint invariance method:
1) The recent surveillance systems are equipped with multiple cameras and very good in information storing capability. These multiple cameras will captures the videos or images from the multiple angle and it is very difficult to develop view invariant algorithms. The question is how we can fuse the information from the multiple cameras. Fusing information from the multiple cameras requires co-ordination among the devices in network which leads to distributed video surveillance system.
2) The occlusion handling is also key research challenge in human activity recognition. Theoretically, we can say that the occlusion can be handle using multiple cameras but the question is that how can we combine the multiple views of images into single image plane.
3) The background subtraction is very simple and most common method used since last four decades. Most of the surveillance systems have built on background subtraction philosophy which requires constrains on background model. For example, some algorithms will only work on enough lighting conditions, partly occluded scene, etc. There is a need to design more robust and fast object segmentation methods which can work on dynamic scene because the real-time surveillance system is heavily depended on fast object detection, tracking and recognition. To do so, many issues like occlusion handling, viewpoint adjustment, fusion of information, noise in videos, understanding the context (what, when, where, etc.), posture variation, will required to solve at present. However, some level of improvement have done so far but not at significant level. 4) Most of the visual surveillance system can recognize single human activity. There is also a need to design a system which can understand crowd behavior. Crowd behavior understanding is an important research problem in computer vision. It deals with crowd management, automatic detection and recognition of suspicious activities, automatic controlling the flow of people in some public places, etc. 5) Abnormal or suspicious activity recognition is another research domain in computer vision. Detection abnormal behavior in dynamic scene is heavily depended on scene context. For example, lying on sofa is very much different than lying on stair. Many commercial system have developed but majority of the system deals with constrained scene. There is a need to design robust algorithm for clutter and unconstrained scene which requires the fast learning process.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the current-state-of-the art methods in object segment segmentation in visual surveillance for activity recognition. The strengths and weaknesses of algorithms is presented in the context of human activity recognition in static and dynamic (moving) camera also presented. Finally, we have shown the further research domains in object segmentation in visual surveillance.
